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Buy support stockings that will help keep your
blood pressure up when you stand up. They
also reduce foot and ankle swelling.

Approximately 33% of the elderly population fall
each year. This is not an accurate estimate because
many who fall don’t tell anyone. Many of our own  Install a personal emergency response system
members fell this year, some resulting in serious  Ask your physician to check your drugs and supinjuries. In Nursing Homes, about 53% of the resiplements for those that might make you dizzy.
dents fall.
 Have your vision checked once a year
Most people fall because they lose their balance or
get dizzy. The medical term for loosing your bal- Be sure you have adequate lighting throughout the
ance is ataxia not to be confused with vertigo which house. You can now get battery powered lights that
is dizziness, feeling lightheaded or faint, room spin- turn on and off as you pass by.
ning. Ataxia is often thought to be due just to ageing but this is only one of the causes. Ataxia is a
symptom of a variety of other disorders that affect Antietam Chapter 312 to Host Regional
the brain and joints in the body which work togeth- KWVA Meeting
er to keep you upright.
The type of ataxia can be determined by the form of In April, our chapter will host a regional meeting of
chapters. The meetan individual’s gait (step while walking). For exam- Maryland and Virginia KWVA
th
ing
will
be
on
April
13
at
the
Funkstown Legion
ple, a person that has had a broken hip is likely to
Post
211.
The
plans
are
for
this
meeting to be prifavor that hip when they walk. This constant uneven walking may cause the semicircular canals in marily a social gathering and the Executive Committhe ears to malfunction resulting in a loss of bal- tee has decided that wives and/or companions
ance. There are about twenty different gait patterns should also be invited.
that might make a person lose their balance and
Here are our plans so far. The meeting will be held
fall.
at the Boonsboro American Legio Post 10 located at
Diabetics can have peripheral neuropathy 710 N Main Street; entrance is on Lappans Rd.
[numbness] in their feet and not be able to deterDoors will be open at 11:00 AM for a social hour to
mine the variations in the level of the walking surface which is aggravated by the fact that most wear welcome out-of-towners and meet with old friends.
bifocals and are unable to see the surface quickly At approximately 12:00 noon a buffet lunch will be
available. The lunch menu will include wing-dings,
enough. This results in stumbling or a fall.
salads, chips, soup and ice cream. We are asking
Any Orthopedic surgeon will tell any one in the for a $5 donation for the lunch to cover some of the
age 80 range not to go near steps or a bathtub since costs.
70% of elderly falls occur there. Those who live in a
house with one floor with a walk in shower have it After lunch, we will introduce some of the distinmade.
guished guests within the KWVA and some others
that we have invited. It is expected that some of
Prevention
these people may want to talk about various KWVA
The are several simple things one can do to help projects that are in progress, such as the AVKF
prevent falls.
Scholarships, the Wall of Remembrance and, of
 Exercise regularly, even a casual 20 minute walk course, the upcoming [KWVA] elections. The intent
is OK. If you sit a lot, get up and move around is to wrap all this up early so that those who are
coming from a long distance can get back on the
once an hour to improve your circulation
road. All in all, it should be an interesting day. At
 Wear appropriate wide, flat shoes.
one of these meetings, some 80 veterans from sev Stand up slowly after sitting a while
eral Chapters attended.. >>2
 Don’t turn around or move your head quickly
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We will start a roster for those who want to attend
at our March chapter meeting. If you have any
questions about this event, please call Les Bishop
at 240-420-3755. By the way, the lunch donation
will be collected on the day of the event.

North Korea’s Nuclear Arsenal
After North Korea detonated an “H Bomb” recently, it also launched a long range rocket carrying a
missile. The launch was successful, sort of, in that
it placed it’s missile in orbit. The problem is that
the missile is tumbling, or not, depending on who
you read. So the North has a functioning rocket
which I understand is cobbled together with “off
the shelf” items purchased from various sources.
This is also suggested by the debris that landed just
off the coast of South Korea. Examination of the
debris indicated that it had contained explosive
material that destroyed the first stage after it was
used. This eliminated data that could point to the
source or how it was built.
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As a result, ROK shut off the power and water to
the Kaesong Industrial Park and the South had to
remove it’s operations immediately. It was revealed that the north was using 70% of it’s proceeds for military purposes. In the DPRK, every
won counts.
However, other reliable sources
state that this claim of weapons expenditure is not
true.

Committees

The ROK is also considering placing THAAD missiles in the South. THAAD missiles are designed to
intercept incoming missiles much as the SCUD
missile does. The difference is the THAAD targets
high altitude missiles and SCUD aims at low altitude objects. A THAAD missile weighs about a ton,
is 20’ long and just over a foot wide. It is launched
from mobile carriers and has no explosive warhead. Instead of an explosives, the missile destroys
its target by impact in a head-on collision at 22,000
mph. p3>>

Send stories and pictures to: crgaush@myactv.net

RED, WHITE, AND BLUE CONCERTS

Date

HCC Amphitheater, 1815 Hrs

June 14

U.S. Air Force Band

June 29

229th U.S. Army Band

March 2

General Meting, 2:00 PM, American Legion, Post 211.

March 8

Daylight Saving Time Begins

March 15, 1919

American Legion Birthday

March 16

Executive Committee Meeting, 2:00 PM, American Legion Post 211

March 27

Easter Sunday
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tracted a communicable disease in which case
they should stay home.

<< 2 Mr Kim is reported to have been very
pleased with the second shot and encouraged his
engineers to prepare many more. He said that the
mission struck a “telling blow to our enemies”
which sounds a little too militaristic for a tumbling
earth observation satellite. Of course, in addition
to placing an object in orbit, Mr Kim is striving to
bolster his image which at age 32 isn’t all that impressive.

It was proposed at the last Executive Meeting that
other members pick them up, bring them to the
meeting, and return them afterwards. Those who
fall into this category should call Les at 240-4203755 so we can start a roster and arrange a schedule for drivers who volunteer. We know some of
you but we’re concerned that we might overlook
someone. Obviously, this roster will change from
time to time so any member who knows of someone who has become ill please notify someone
you know at the Chapter so we can keep the roster up to date. We can also use this information
to publish a Sick List in the Newsletter.

Even as the national media occupies itself in news
about the war in Syria, the refugee crisis in Europe,
climate change, and the endless primary elections
in the United States, the two Koreas are heading
toward a catastrophe in the Far East.

Bingo at Julia Manor

Both China and Russia worry about South Korea
getting nuclear weapons from its allies. Also, the
U.S. has just sent four F-22 stealth fighters, an aircraft carrier already on its way for the annual exercises, and, as has not been reported, the U.S. has
had a nuclear powered submarine with ballistic
missiles wandering around the area for some time.

The next Bingo party at Julia Manor will be on
April 4 at 2:00 PM. As usual, volunteers are requested to lend assistance to those who organize
these affairs.
Julia Manor Health Care Center is a for profit
nursing home with 130 beds and currently 127
residents for a 98% occupancy rate. It is part of a
multiple nursing home ownership and has a 4 out
of 5 rating from HHS.

As has been mentioned before, THAAD missiles
are coming to South Korea much to the chagrin of
Russia and China for some specious reasons; their
ability to disclose the locations of Russia and China
missiles? Or the ability to track and find their fired
missile trajectories? Nonetheless, some factions in
the South want nuclear weapons. They say why
waste San Francisco with a missile from the North
because the U.S. may not have sufficient early
warning to respond according the doctrine of Mutual Assured Destruction [MAD]. But the same reasoning can be applied to nuclear weapons in the
South. They wouldn’t have enough time either.
So THAAD is the best solution based on current
knowledge. As Bernie Sanders said in one of his
speeches “I worry very much about an isolated,
paranoid country with atomic bombs”.

Mid-Atlantic Health Care [Baltimore] CEO Scott
Rifkin said Monday his company is the new owner and operator of Northampton Manor in Frederick, Julia Manor in Hagerstown, Devlin Manor
in Cumberland and Moran Manor in Westernport. The previous owner was Magnolia Management.

Tensions Rising
Tensions have increased significantly along the
165 mile Demilitarized Zone since North Korea's
recent nuclear test and rocket launch a North Korean military official told The Associated Press on
Monday, adding that while he could not comment on operational details, "the reality is that it
is touch and go."

It was recently revealed that the U. S. has been in
negotiations with North Korea for several months
coinciding with the Iran negotiations to denuclearize their country. Unfortunately, the North didn’t
accept the terms offered, i.e., denuclearization.

With all the South’s countermeasures against the
nuclear weapon firing and the rocket exercise ,
“...our people and army are getting more enraged” said a North Korean Colonel. Although
things seem fairly normal in South Korea, a proficient military eye sees things in a different light.
These experts suggest that things could happen
at any moment.

Transportation for the Disabled
V Commander Bishop came up with a good idea
with regard to meeting attendance. Some of our
members are laid up with injuries or illnesses so
they can’t come to the meetings. In addition,
some are not comfortable driving anymore. We
understand that some may be so disabled that they
can’t travel and for these we offer our most sincere
best wishes but we should know who they are. The
only exception to this is for someone who has con-

It should be noted that the now closed Industrial
Park has been occupied by northern troops. This
area is the only place where the “Line” is thinnest
and provides an easy entry to South Korea.
Statements like these have been used by the
North for years so one is at a loss to understand
what constitutes reality along the border.
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Architect’s rendition of the new National Museum of the U. S. Army

U. S. Army Museum

the special soldiers in your life are honored through
this lasting tribute on the grounds of the U.S.
Army’s national landmark. Made of high-quality
Mesabi black granite personalized in charcoalcolored lettering, the Army Museum bricks will
honor Soldiers, Army units, Army families, Department of the Army civilians, and Museum and Army
supporters. Early purchasers will have prime placement and these bricks will be in place for the Museum’s grand opening. The bricks are of two sizes: 4
x 8 and 8 x 8inches and can be obtained by a $250 or
a $500 donation. The smaller brick can have 3 lines
of customized text and the larger one, 6 lines of
text..

The Army is developing a national museum to be
located at Ft Belvoir, VA. The structure will contain
188,000 sq ft of space to display thousands of artifacts relating to the Army since 1775. The 84 acre
project broke ground on December 2 of last year
and is scheduled to open on June 14, 2019. The site
will contain the museum, Parade Field, Grandstands, A Vehicle Demonstration Track, an Ampitheater, and a Memorial Garden at a cost of 200 million
dollars of which 92 million has already been
pledged.

The Army is the only service that does not have a
national museum but has 40 regional museums that
tend to specialize in some aspect or branch of the For more information on the Army Museum Brick
Program,
Path
of
Remembrance
visit
Army .
www.armyhistory.org or call (855)-ARMY-BRX.
The Army Historical Foundation [AHF] has been
designated to be the official fund raising organization.
The Museum already has some thousands of artifacts and anticipates additional items from veterans.
None of the displays of the 40 auxiliary Museums
will the used to supply the National Museum. However, displays may be borrowed from the other museums for temporary exhibitions at Ft Belvoir.
The commemorative bricks lining the Path of Remembrance will set the stage that the story of the
Army is the story of Soldiers. You can ensure that

An Inscribed 4 x 8 inch brick
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